In a previous paper, 1 > we proposed the theory of duality for weak interactions and studied the process v + n~ tr + p by using the Veneziano model, in which the trp resonance (T boson) recently observed by the CERN group 2 > was considered to lie on a Regge trajectory ar(s). In the present letter we assume also an existence of a p!n resonance, i.e., u-channel resonance (we call this the T' boson), lying on a Regge trajectory ar ' (u), and introduce it into the previous model. Then, we can show that a new model reduces the energy dependence of quantities corresponding to the vector and axial-vector form factors to be much smaller than that in the previous model.
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Let us write the scattering amplitude for the process vn~p.-p as
where u (v) 
where g" and Yv are the p. Riijula and Zia 3 l,ll have shown that the interaction of the T boson is superweak. In the following, we assume, for the interaction of the T' boson, that Y"Yv=Y/Yv', i.e., the T' interaction is also superweak. 
s).
We now take n=3, and set V1'=-V2'/2 = Va• and V,;'= Vi"'• when so>r Mr 2 and u o>rMr 2 . Then, in this case the F, becomes (s-u) even form, and one can see that for fixed t, as s increases the (s, t) term increases while the (u, t) term decreases, so that F, remains almost constant. Near the poles we may take, in order to satisfy the conditions ii) and (4), and llr•+ll2•=1lru+ll2u, il.:'<ul:10-3 • The !l,;'<uJ can be neglected in the region far from the poles, because V,;'<uJ is of order 1. The curve of F v against t is given in Fig. 1 . s, t) In the same way the Veneziano formula for FA is given by
where aA, (t) =t-0.02 is the A 1 trajectory degenerating with the n trajectory. The curves of FA against tare given in Fig. 2 for n=3 and Fig. 3 (s, t) be written in the same manner. In general the larger n gives the less energy dependent form factors. (s, t) tion of the existence of a heavy muonproton resonance" CERN preprint, January (1970 
